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Springer. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 414
pages. Dimensions: 9.3in. x 6.0in. x 1.3in.The
recentexplosionofactivity inneural modelingseemsto have
beendriven more by advances inthe theories and
applicationsoflearning paradigms for artificial neural
networks than by advances in our knowledge of real nervous
systems. In the past few years, major conferences on neural
networks and neural modeling have emerged and,
appropriately, have focussed on technological exploitation of
these advances. Sensingthat the recentleaps in both
computational powerand knowledge ofthe nervous system
may have setthe stage for a revolution intheoretical
neurobiology, neuroscientists have welcomed thenew neural
modeling; butmanyofthem would like tosee itdirected as
heavily toward understanding of the nervou system as it is
presently directed toward computertechnology and control-
system engineering. Furthermore, some neuroscientists believe
thattechnologists shouldnotbe satisfiedonly with exploiting or
extending the recent advances in learning paradigms, that
emerging knowledge about real nervous systems will suggest
other, comparably valuable, paradigms forsignal
processingand control. Ourmotive as organizers was to have a
conference that focussed on both of these areas -- emerging
modeling tools and concepts for neurobiologists, and
emerging neurobiological concepts and neurobiological
knowledge ofpotential use to technologists. Ourprinciple
ofdesign was simple. We attempted to organize aconference
withagroup ofspeakers that would be most illuminating and
exciting...
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This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. It is writter in easy words and phrases and not confusing. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ala yna  K upha l-- Ala yna  K upha l

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any publisher. Indeed, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and
interesting literature. You may like how the writer compose this pdf.
-- Toni B echtela r-- Toni B echtela r
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